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Turns off on the right from the main road above the Latemar sawmill and
leads through the forest “Karer” to the Stadlalm
Approx. 100 m below the civil defence centre on the left, leads steeply to
the hut Stadl Alm and the “Kar“-yards and further down to the sawmill
Latemar and to the main road, Hotel Adler.

HIKING TRAILS NOVA LEVANTE – CAREZZA
Important! The markings are red-white-red with a black number on a white background.
We recommend you to take a hiking map with you!
= opened path
Xxxxxxxxx = closed path
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
Due to various natural events some hiking trails or segments thereof may be
temporarily closed.
For this reason, we recommend that you always first inform yourself about the
safe condition of the given hiking trail or route before embarking on a tour in
midrange elevations (1,200 – 1,700 meters above sea-level).
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From the Rest. Lärchenwald (San Valentino) to the Passo Nigra & to
the Baita Messnerjoch Hütte on to the Rif. Kölner Hütte. Beware:
closure of path no. 1 from the junction with path no. 15; Diversion:
above the Baita Messnerjoch Hütte signposted diversion of path no.1
to the Rif. Kölner Hütte. Alternative: path no. 1A and path no. 9
Leads from the Passo Nigra partly above, partly below the Strada
Nigra to the Baita Ochsenhütte, then to the Passo Costalunga.
Path from Baita Messnerjoch Hütte - to path no. 15 (above the
Frommeralm)
Panoramic trail: From the village centre passing the Hotel Niggl to the
junction via Pretzenberger and back on Via San Valentino. Or continue
in the direction of "Innerfohrer Hof" until the junction with
path no. 22. Beware: single lying trees
Path “Taufen” - branches off below the Außerfohrerhof from path no.
2 and always leads through the forest to San Valentino di Sopra
without any significant elevation. Beware: single lying trees
From the Pardellerhof to the Totmoos; leads into path no. 22. Beware:
closed from Pardellerhof to Samerhof
Starts at the parking space of the cable car & leads up to the
monument to Elisabeth until the junction with path no. 6 (Sohler
farm)
Starts at the parking space of the cable car and leads to the Hotel
Rechenmachers Rosengarten.
Starts at the left site after the Hotel Central & leads into path no. 5.
Leads from the junction via Carezza/ via Catinaccio left up to the
Hagneralm & leads into path no. 1 (tarred road - forest path)
Branches off to the right from path 4A & leads to the Jocherhof.
Then it leads easily over “Temblmeister” to the Passo Nigra.
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From the church square to the Fossa del Lupo.
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From the village centre to the west, past the Wellnesshotel Engel about 1
km on the Village Road until the road turns left. If you follow the path
further, you will reach the street via Dolomiti following path 5B or the
Kohlerhof on path no. 5A.
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Start at the malga Heinzen, leads to the Sohler farm then on a flat path at
the Hotel Meierei and then past the Pension Simhild, to the valley station
of the Paolina chairlift & on to the Passo Costalunga
Beware: closed from the Sohler farm in direction malga Heinzen
From the street Nigra below the Paolina chairlift to the junction with path
552 and on to the path Masaré
Starts at the parking space of the cable car Nova Levante and leads as a
forest path to the Gasthof Meierei, where it ends at No. 6.
From Gasthof Löwen through shady forest path to “Grotthof” and Eggen.
From the Lake Carezza, “Templweg” No. 8 branches off to the right of the
main road in the direction of Obereggen. Beware: closed from the Lake
Carezza until the junction with path no.25A. Diversion: path no.10A (until
Hotel Adler) and path no.25/25A.
From the grain mill to the Hotel Moseralm to “Kaiserstein”/Via Nigra and
Passo del Vajolon.
From Grandhotel Carezza to the Lake Carezza.
From the Hotel Adler to the Lake Carezza.
From the civil defence centre, the path leads along the “Petaler Bach” up
to the sawmill Latemar and Carezza. Beware: closed from the civil defence
centre to the hydroelectric power station. Diversion: along the main road
(Via Carezza) to the petrol station, turn right and follow the signposted
diversion.
From the Lake Carezza to the Mitterleger.
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13A

From the Grand Hotel to Lake Mittersee & on to Lake Carezza.
Starts next to the Grand Hotel Carezza & is open until the junction
with path no. 21.
Beware: closed from the Ratzöhler to the Heinzenhof.
From Hotel Rosengarten & further along the slope to the Frommeralm
hut.
Beware: closed from the junction with path no. 16
Above the Hotel Rosengarten on the left site (crosses the path valle
Nigra), on to the Jocherhof.
Turning off from path 4A and reaches the Jocherhof.
Diversion signposted

From the “Tschein Berg” across the Street Nigra to the Heinzenalm &
on to the Hotel Moseralm.
From the slope (path no. 15) up to the Heinzenalm.
From Passo Costalunga over the Latemar meadows to the
Poppekanzel (Pulpito).
Leads from the Latemar meadows into the path no. 18, which brings
you to the “Latemarscharte”.

Leads from the “Gepleng” to the Latemarscharte and from there to
the eastern Latemar summit
From the Mitterleger to the Labyrinth; Labytinth path.
From the Passo Costalunga to the Mitterleger until Obereggen.
Direct connection from San Valentino di Sopra to the Totmoos & the
wolf pit.

From the malga Latemaralm until the junction with path no. 18.

